The contribution of the calcium-dependent interaction of aggregation factor molecules to recognition: a system providing additional specificity forces?
Cells from the sponge Microciona prolifera display on their surfaces large but defined proteoglycan complexes (Microciona aggregation factor = MAF) that mediate species-specific cell aggregation by a process requiring high calcium ion concentrations. An analysis of MAF-MAF interactions based on binding studies of MAF to glutaraldehyde-fixed sponge cells and MAF-derivatized beads demonstrates that the requirement for high calcium concentrations can be overcome by extremely small amounts of certain polycations such as polybrene, polylysine, or histones. For measurements of the affinity of these substances of MAF, a method was adopted that partitions 125I-labeled MAF between dextran and polyethyleneglycol in an aqueous two-phase polymer system depending on the net charge of the complex formed. Since only polymers of positive charges affect binding and partitioning at low concentrations, large areas of interaction similar to those found in glycosaminoglycans are proposed for MAF. Through a multitude of appropriately spaced interaction sites, the rather weak selectivity of single charged sites could in such a system still provide strong enough specificities to explain species-specific cell sorting. The biological significance of naturally occurring polycations as well as extracellular calcium includes their role in cell recognition, sorting out as well as the ordered and continual streaming movements of groups of cells seen in the mesohyl of live sponges.